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OBJECTIVE

To secure a responsible career opportunity, where I can
fully utilize my training, human resource and
management skills, while making a significant
contribution to the success of my employer.

Primary eye care management 
Patient history taking  
Visual acuity testing  
Subjective refraction  
Objective refraction  
Orthoptic evaluation  
Biometric evaluation  
IOP measuring  
HFA evaluation 
Color blindness test 
IOL Master And A scan 
Opticals and Frame selection  
IPD marking and dispensing
Patient Councelling skills

SKILLS

subjective and objective Refraction  
Orthoptics evaluation  
Biometry  
Cataract evaluation  
Opticals and Sales department

INTERESTS

Malayalam 
English 
Tamil 
Hindi

LANGUAGE

2016-2018 Government higher secondary school, mankada
HIGHER SECONDARY
80 %

2018-2022 Alagappa university, Karaikudi Tamil Nadu
Bsc Optometry

EDUCATION

September -2021 -
July 2022

Al Salama Eye hospital
Optometrist (internship)

EXPERIENCE

To determine the reason in which patients return due to the failure of acceptance 
with lens spectacles
This study was reviewed to determine the primary reason for the failureof spectacles. Fromthe
collected resources I was able to conclude that the most common problem was dispensing
error, followed by incorrect  prescription, inability of the patient to adapt to an accurate refractive
correction and cosmetic problems.

PROJECTS

DR. ABHIJITH SN - Assistant professor
Alsalama eye hospital
+91 99616 98792

ANUSHA AJAYAN - M optom 
Assistant professor
Al Salama eye hospital
+918943424290

Dr. MOHAMMAD FAHEEM - MBBS, MS, DNB, CONSULTANT,  
PHACO SURGEON,  
FELLOWSHIP IN GLAUCOMA 
(ARAVIND EYE HOSPITAL)
AL SALAMA EYE RESEARCH FOUNDATION

DR. VINEETHA PRAKASHAN - RETINA CONSULTANT 
MBBS, MS, DNB 
FELLOWSHIP IN VITREORETINAL SURGEON 
(ARAVIND EYE HOSPITAL)  
AL SALAMA EYE RESEARCH FOUNDATION

REFERENCE

Participation in AALA for optometrist one day workshop conducted by Graduate Optometrist
Association, Kerala
Attended many community coperate eye camps, awareness, screening survey during the period
of internship (2021-2022)

ACHIEVEMENTS & AWARDS

I do hereby declare that the above particulars of information stated are true and complete to the
best of my knowledge and belief.

DECLARATION


